TO: Honorable Members of the House Judiciary Committee

FROM: Marci Hamilton, Founder & CEO, CHILD USA; Professor, University of Pennsylvania, and Kathryn Robb, Executive Director, CHILD USAdvocacy

RE: H5911/H5770: Elimination of the criminal statute of limitation for second-degree sexual assault and extension of the criminal statute of limitation from 3 to 10 years from the offense

DATE: March 16, 2023

Dear Honorable Members of the House Judiciary Committee,

Thank you for allowing us to submit testimony in support of H5911/H5770 which, if passed, would eliminate the criminal statute of limitation (SOL) for second-degree sexual assault and extend the criminal SOL for third-degree sexual assault from 3 to 10 years from the date of offense. This legislation reflects a better understanding of the complex nature of these specific crimes and will give victims greater opportunity to seek the justice they deserve.

By way of introduction, Professor Marci Hamilton is a First Amendment constitutional scholar at the University of Pennsylvania who has led the national movement to reform statutes of limitations to reflect the science that can delay disclosure of childhood sexual abuse. She is also the founder and CEO of CHILD USA, a nonprofit interdisciplinary think tank devoted to ending child abuse and neglect and ensuring access to justice for victims. Kathryn Robb is the Executive Director of CHILD USAdvocacy, an advocacy organization dedicated to protecting children’s civil liberties and keeping children safe from abuse and neglect. Kathryn is also an outspoken survivor of child sex abuse.

There is an expansive body of information about child sexual abuse and the operation of SOL reform which supports Rhode Island’s modest bills. In fact, it would support bills that would provide more expansive opportunities for victims, and we encourage the General Assembly to consider such changes in the future. Rhode Island’s need to enact SOL reform as soon as possible to protect the state’s children and provide an avenue for victims to seek justice is explained below.

I. Research on Trauma and CSA Support SOL reform

Child sexual abuse is a public policy crisis. Currently, more than 10% of children are sexually abused, with at least one in five girls and one in thirteen boys sexually abused before they turn 18.\(^1\) Many victims suffer in silence for decades before they tell anyone about their traumatic experiences. As children, CSA victims often fear the negative repercussions of disclosure, such as disruptions in family stability, loss of relationships, or involvement with the authorities.\(^2\) Additionally, CSA victims may struggle to disclose because of trauma and psychological barriers such as shame and self-blame.\(^3\) Often, perpetrators of abuse shame and threaten their victims into silence.
Disclosure of CSA to the authorities for criminal prosecution is a difficult and emotionally complex process, which involves the survivor knowing that he or she was abused, being willing to identify publicly as an abuse victim, and deciding to act against their abuser. In light of these barriers to disclosure, it is not surprising that an estimated 70% of child sexual assault victims never contact police to report abuse.4

When victims remain silent until after the statute of limitation has expired, criminal charges are barred and the perpetrator escapes prosecution. For both children and adults, disclosure of CSA trauma is a process and not a discrete event in which a victim comes to terms with their abuse.5 To effectively protect children from abuse, SOL laws must reflect this reality.

II. Extending or Eliminating the Criminal SOL Effectively Ameliorates the Harsh Effects of SOLs for CSA

The ability to prosecute sexual assault and abuse decades after it occurs is scientifically justified because of the unique harms borne by victims of these heinous crimes. The trauma stemming from CSA is complex and individualized, and it impacts victims throughout their lifetimes:6 Childhood trauma, including CSA, can have devastating impacts on a child’s brain,7 including disrupted neurodevelopment; impaired social, emotional, and cognitive development; psychiatric and physical disease, such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)8; and disability.9 The devastating consequences of CSA usually persist well into adulthood. The damage caused by the perpetrator is not attenuated or eliminated by the mere lapse of time—the harms to the victim do not belong to the past but continue every single day.

Moreover, perpetrators of child sexual abuse escape prosecution for their acts when the abuser uses threats and coercion to prevent the victim from reporting the offense until after the SOL has expired, or when the victim is too young to report the abuse within the statutory period. Similarly, the public has learned over the last two decades about the pervasiveness of CSA in some of our most beloved institutions and the lengths that they have gone to cover up the truth. They have intimidated witnesses, destroyed evidence, and obstructed justice. It is manifestly unjust to deny victims the opportunity to bring their abusers to justice when the delay in disclosure is precisely a result of the perpetrators or their aidsers and abettors own conduct.

III. Criminal SOL Reform Is Critical to Child Protection Because Perpetrators of CSA Remain a Threat Throughout Their Lives

Unlike other types of criminal offenders, the recidivism risk of child sex abusers does not significantly decrease merely by the passage of time. A study of 91 child sex offenders found that 30% had 10 or more victims, 23% had committed offenses against 10 to 40 children, and 7% had committed offenses against 41 to 450 children. Moreover, 55% reported that their offenses became more serious over time.10 For example, when the Boston Globe shed light on the Boston Archdiocese’s cover-up of child sex abuse in 2002, we learned about one of the worst priests, John Geoghan, who was sexually abusing children well into his 80s. Thus, even a victim who is in middle age can protect other children from sex abuse by pressing charges.
When short SOLs prevent the state from prosecuting historical cases of abuse, child abusers are not convicted, and they do not enter the sex offender registry thus leaving predators free to access professional and volunteer positions that require close contact with children. Short SOLs are a procedural “loophole” that undermines the effectiveness of legislation aimed at protecting children.

Short criminal SOLs for sexual assault and abuse play into the hands of perpetrators by diminishing the certainty of punishment and permitting their identities to remain hidden, enabling them to continue their reign of horror in perpetuity. This is a zero-sum game where denying victims justice correspondingly frees up pedophiles to pursue more children. The scientific and empirical evidence overwhelmingly supports these modest changes to Rhode Island’s law.

IV. Criminal SOL Reform for CSA Will Not Increase Judicial Error

The opponents of SOL reform often argue that the passage of time significantly weakens their ability to defend themselves against decades old claims of abuse because memories fade, witnesses disappear, and evidence deteriorates. However, extending or even eliminating the SOL does not alter the normal operation of the criminal justice process. Amending an SOL does not alter the burden of proof which falls squarely upon the prosecution. Defendants are not required to prove their innocence but rather the accused is presumed innocent until proven guilty. If there is insufficient evidence such that the prosecution cannot carry its burden, then the case is over.

Further, the availability and robustness of evidence does not necessarily hinge on the time that has elapsed since the crime’s occurrence. Indeed, there are crimes committed decades ago, in which there may be abundance evidence, reducing the possibility of error to a minimum. In sexual crimes against minors there are at least five situations where the passage of time does not entail excessive difficulties to proving that a crime has occurred:

1) Later confession by the perpetrator
2) Discovery of DNA evidence and/or identification of suspect through DNA profiling
3) Existence of graphic materials memorializing abusive acts
4) Multiple allegations of sexual abuse against the same perpetrator for similar abusive acts
5) Documentary evidence such as witness statements, medical records, and prior complaints.

The supposed problem of old evidence has not posed a problem in other states, because the prosecution, again, bears the burden of proving guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. Without corroborating evidence, the case does not go forward. Conversely, short criminal SOLs for CSA means that fewer perpetrators will be prosecuted and they will be free to abuse more children and their victims and society will be forced to bear the cost.

V. Conclusion

Science supports the need to provide greater time for CSA victims seeking to bring their perpetrators to justice to come forward. Short SOLs keep the public in the dark as to the identities
of individuals who pose an ongoing and significant risk to their children. Even a modest extension of the SOL can help ameliorate some of the harm to victims and to the citizens of Rhode Island.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have questions regarding statute of limitations reform, or if we can be of assistance in any other way.

Sincerely,

Marci A. Hamilton, Esq.
Founder & CEO
CHILD USA
3508 Market Street, Suite 202
Philadelphia, PA 19104
mhamilton@childusa.org
(215) 539-1906

Kathryn Robb, Esq.
Executive Director
CHILD USAdvocacy
3508 Market Street, Suite 201
Philadelphia, PA 19104
krobb@childusadvocacy.org
(781) 856-7207
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